
ANNEX  VI 

 

The Government of the Republic of Tajikistan 

 

REGULAION 

 

As of July 1, 1999                # 251                 Dushanbe 

 

On minimal amount of royalties for publication of works of science, literature, art and 

implementation of orders for creation of dramatic, musical and musical dramatic and literary works 

for public performance or for the right of first public execution of unpublished works.









3. Multi act musical comedy, operetta, musical, musical 

drama.  

5 clavier 

0,5 score 

245 

385 

4. Mono act: opera, ballet, musical comedy, operetta, 

musical, musical drama  

5 clavier 

0,5 score 

140 

175 

 Compositions for symphony orchestra (clavier and 

score)) 

  

5. Symphony  2clavier  

0,5 score 

210 

280 

6. Oratorio  2 clavier  

0,5 score 

195 

 230 

7. Cantata  2 clavier 

0,5 score 

125 

160 

8. Concert with orchestra, concert for the orchestra, great 

program symphony composition  

2 clavier 

0,5 score 

160 

230 

9. Suite, overture, fantasy, rhapsody and other similar 

symphonic compositions  

3 clavier 

1 score 

125 

160 

10. Small symphonic composition (march, dance and so 

forth) 

6 clavier 

3 score 

 



comedy) clavier can be considered as the original one; in these cases score is taken into account as 

transposition and paid up to 50 % of the corresponding fee for the original.  

 

 Vocal compositions:   

19. Many-parts compositions for the choir without instrument 

accompaniment  

 

1 

 

195 

20. One- part composition for the choir without instrument 

accompaniment  

 

3 

 

53 

21. Many-parts choir compositions with piano and bayan and 

other instruments accompaniment  

 

2 

 

140 

22. One- part composition for the choir with piano and bayan 

and other instruments accompaniment  

 

5 

 

53 

23. Vocal ensembles with or without accompaniment (duet, 

trio, quartet, quintet and others)  

 

3 

 

70 

24. Folk or pop song for the singer or a choir with piano or 

bayan accompaniment  

10 

100 

(song book) 

 

35 

25. One voice music to the songs (without instrument 

accompaniment)  

 

1 

 

14 

26. Concert compositions for the singer with instrumental 

accompaniment (romance
 

 

quint   

 

   

  
  



Processing which brings new creative elements into music texture is paid in the amount of 

50-70% of the fee for the original work. 

3. Changes of the texture of the original made due to necessity of processing to another type of 

performance are paid as transposition.  

Transposition (usage of finished authorôs material of other type of performance, clavier and so 

forth) is paid in the following rates: 

Transposition with complicated music texture ï in the amount of 30% from the fee for the 

original; 

Simple types of transpositions ï 15% form the fee for the original; 

Development of directions - 0,70 somoni for the bar. 

4. Orchestration is paid in the following rates: 

- complicated types of orchestration (for symphony orchestra, orchestra of folk and sacred 

instruments and other types of complicated orchestration) ï 2.6. somoni per bar. 

Simple types of orchestra ï 1,5 somoni per bar. 

5. Processing and transposition are paid coming from the rates provided for the type of 

composition to which composition after processing or transposition refer to. 

6. The author of the composition subjected to processing is paid coming from the norms of 

edition and 25% of the minimal size provided for the type of composition to which the composition 

after processing or transposition refers to. 

7. Recording of compositions of folk music (in printed music) is paid in the following rates: 

 

 simple Complicated or 

long  

Complicated 

and long  

one part 1,5 2,5 3 

Two parts 



VI. Fee is divided between co-authors upon their agreement when publication of composition 

created by two or more 



sacred and chamber orchestra, a'capella choir)  

1675 

 

1 2 3 

 

14. Cantata, big program symphony composition, symphony, poem (for 

symphonic orchestra, orchestra of folk instruments, sacred and chamber 

orchestra, aôcapella choir)  

 

 

 

1120 

15. Suite, variations (for symphonic orchestra, orchestra of folk instruments, sacred 

and pop orchestras)  

 

 

335 

16. Big one part instrumental compositions (poems, rhapsody, prelude and 

fugue, variations, and others)  

 

280 

17. Concert (for symphonic orchestra, orchestra of folk instruments, sacred 

and chamber orchestra, aôcapella choir, 



1120 

 

 

Note: 

1.The payment of the music of mono act operas, ballet, operetta, musical comedy, musical drama 

is done coming from 40 % of the full amount of fee depending on the work significance. 

2. ʆʙʨʘʙʦʪʢʘ ʥʘʨʦʜʥʳʭ ʧʝʩʝʥ ʦʧʣʘʯʠʚʘʝʪʩʷ ʚ ʨʘʟʤʝʨʝ 75 ʧʨʦʮʝʥʪʦʚ ʨʘʟʤʝʨʘ 

ʚʦʟʥʘʛʨʘʞʜʝʥʠʷ ʟʘ ʦʨʠʛʠʥʘʣʴʥʦʝ ʧʨʦʠʟʚʝʜʝʥʠʝ. Folk songs processing is paid in the rate of 75% for 

the original.  

3. ʉʚʦʙʦʜʥʳʝ ʦʨʢʝʩʪʨʦʚʳʝ ʦʙʨʘʙʦʪʢʠ ʤʝʣʦʜʠʡ (ʦʨʠʛʠʥʘʣʴʥʘʷ ʤʫʟʳʢʘʣʴʥʘʷ ʬʘʢʪʫʨʘ 

ʦʙʨʘʙʦʪʦʢ) ʦʧʣʘʯʠʚʘʶʪʩʷ ʚ ʨʘʟʤʝʨʝ  100  ʧʨʦʮʝʥʪʦʚ ʦʪ ʚʦʟʥʘʛʨʘʞʜʝʥʠʷ ʟʘ ʦʨʠʛʠʥʘʣʴʥʳʝ 

ʧʨʦʠʟʚʝʜʝʥʠʷ. Free band melody processing (original musical style processing) is paid in the amount 

of 100% from the fee for the original work. 

4. ʀʥʩʪʨʫʤʝʥʪʘʣʴʥʳʝ ʧʝʨʝʣʦʞʝʥʠʷ (ʩʚʦʙʦʜʥʳʝ) ʦʧʣʘʯʠʚʘʶʪʩʷ ʚ ʨʘʟʤʝʨʝ 50 ʧʨʦʮʝʥʪʦʚ ʦʪ 

ʚʦʟʥʘʛʨʘʞʜʝʥʠʷ ʟʘ ʦʨʠʛʠʥʘʣʴʥʦʝ ʧʨʦʠʟʚʝʜʝʥʠʝ. Tool transposition (free) is paid in the rate of 50% e 

from the fee for the original work. 

5. ʀʥʩʪʨʫʤʝʥʪʘʣʴʥʳʝ ʧʝʨʝʣʦʞʝʥʠʷ (ʧʨʦʩʪʳʝ) ʦʧʣʘʯʠʚʘʶʪʩʷ ʚ ʨʘʟʤʝʨʝ 25 ʧʨʦʮʝʥʪʦʚ ʦʪ 

ʚʦʟʥʘʛʨʘʞʜʝʥʠʷ  ʟʘ ʦʨʠʛʠʥʘʣʴʥʦʝ ʧʨʦʠʟʚʝʜʝʥʠʝ. Tool transposition (simple)is  paid in the rate of 

25% from the  fee for the original work. 

6. ʆʧʣʘʪʘ ʤʫʟʳʢʘʣʴʥʳʭ ʧʨʦʠʟʚʝʜʝʥʠʡ ʜʣʷ ʜʝʪʝʡ ʠ ʶʥʦʰʝʩʪʚʘ ʤʫʟʳʢʘʣʴʥʦ-ʧʝʜʘʛʦʛʠʯʝʩʢʠʭ 

ʧʨʦʠʟʚʝʜʝʥʠʡ ʠ ʧʨʦʠʟʚʝʜʝʥʠʡ ʜʣʷ ʜʝʪʩʢʠʭ ʤʫʟʳʢʘʣʴʥʳʭ ʰʢʦʣ ʧʨʦʠʟʚʦʜʠʪʩʷ ʧʦ ʨʘʟʤʝʨʘʤ, 

ʫʩʪʘʥʦʚʣʝʥʥʳʤ ʟʘ  ʩʦʦʪʚʝʪʩʪʚʫʶʱʠʡ ʞʘʥʨ ʩʦʯʠʥʝʥʠʷ. The payment for the musical works for 

the children & youth, musical ï pedagogical works & works for the childrenôs musical school are 

made according to the fixed rate for the appropriate composition genre. 

 

 

1 2 3 

 

 Music literature works  

40. Libretto of the multievent opera 595 

41. Libretto of the multievent operetta, musical comedy, 



50. Feuilletons, miniatures, interludes, ceremonies (through), stories, novels, 

monologues 

 

70 

51. Text for the songs 35 

52. Couplets & chastooshkas 2,8 

53. Music to the couplets & chastooshkas                 10,5 

 

 

 

Note: 

Double part music to the couplets is paid according to the item 33 of the present annex. 

 

 

 

1 2 3 

 

54. Montages, compositions, literary design of the variety items & items of 

the original genre. 

                               

 

25 

55. Opening monologue for the presenter            25 

56. 



works according to the annex ˉ2 of the Regulation of the Government of the Republic Tajikistan as 

of July, 1, 1999, ˉ 251. 

Minimal amount of Author's fee to the performer for the usage of performing (performance) is paid 

according to the item 1 of the present Regulation. 

 

 


